The face of the human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) epidemic in the developed world has undergone major shifts since the introduction of anti-retroviral therapy (ART) and subsequent development of advanced regimens and new drug classes. This has transformed the disease from a near-fatal diagnosis to a chronic infection that can be managed medically with minimal adverse effects or impact on the quality of life of the HIV+ individual. Indeed, individuals diagnosed with HIV now are expected to have a near-normal or normal life expectancy compared to their seronegative counterparts (1). This increased life expectancy invariably means that general medical conditions associated with ageing, including coronary artery disease (CAD), will increasingly be forming a part of integrated routine HIV care. Indeed, in a 2011 study (2), cardiovascular disease was found to be responsible for 8–22% of non-AIDS related causes of death in HIV+ individuals, with a proportionate increase of risk as age progresses.

Impaired endothelial function is one of the early stages of the atherosclerotic process. Several studies have shown that HIV infection is associated with endothelial dysfunction, with multiple mechanisms identified. Indeed, presence of HIV infection has been shown to independently confer increased risk for acute coronary syndromes and CAD compared to the general population (3), with an incidence of 3.88 per 1,000 patient-years in HIV+ individuals compared to 2.21 in seronegative subjects. A 2012 meta-analysis (4) reported that the relative risk of developing CAD in HIV positive individuals was ~61% higher than the seronegative population. Given the progressive, chronic nature of the atherosclerotic plaque formation process, this has important
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clinical implications for people living with HIV, especially in the context of the vastly increased life expectancy for these individuals, as mentioned previously.

The following review will focus on the clinical and molecular evidence available for the role of oxidative stress in the pathophysiology of HIV-induced endothelial dysfunction.

**Endothelial dysfunction and oxidative stress in the vascular wall**

Endothelial dysfunction is defined as impaired endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation in response to stimuli that normally trigger vasodilation. It is widely regarded as one of the first steps in the formation of the atherosclerotic plaque and other cardiovascular disease-states. On a molecular level, endothelial dysfunction is characterised by reduced vascular bioavailability of nitric oxide (NO). NO is a gaseous molecule which diffuses to the vascular smooth muscle cells, triggers an increase in intracellular cyclic GMP and induces vasorelaxation. It has a major role in the regulation of vascular tone, as it opposes the actions of vasoconstricting factors such as endothelin-1. Moreover, NO is also implicated in the regulation of other vascular processes, such as platelet aggregation and leukocyte adhesion, thus playing an integral role in vascular homeostasis (5).

Increased oxidative stress is one of the key causes of endothelial dysfunction. Oxidative stress is defined as the imbalance between the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the endogenous antioxidant mechanisms to counteract the effects of ROS or to repair the resulting damage (6). ROS are responsible for direct damage of cellular structures within the vascular wall and are also capable of triggering a number of redox sensitive transcriptional pathways.

Under physiological conditions, several tightly controlled oxidative pathways contribute towards ROS production, while several intra- and extra-cellular antioxidant enzymatic mechanisms account for ROS elimination (6). There are two main enzymatic systems responsible for ROS generation in the vasculature: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)-oxidases and nitric oxide synthases (NOS), with the endothelial NOS (eNOS) being the most important in the vascular wall, the others being iNOS (inducible) and nNOS (neuronal).

NADPH-oxidases were first characterized in phagocytic cells, where they play a pivotal role in host defense by generating superoxide radicals (O$_2^-$) through the transfer of electrons from NADPH to O$_2$ (7). The phagocytic NADPH-oxidase consists of two membrane-bound subunits: p22$^{phox}$ and gp91$^{phox}$ (together comprising the cytochrome b558 complex), and four cytosolic subunits: p40$^{phox}$, p47$^{phox}$, p67$^{phox}$ and a small GTP-binding protein (Rac1 or 2), which upon stimulation translocates to flavocytochrome b558 and activates the enzymatic complex. Several distinct NADPH-oxidases have been described in various cells, based on the presence of different homologues of the gp91$^{phox}$ membrane subunit (Figure 1). Human cardiovascular cells express NOX1, NOX2 (which is the homologue of phagocyte NADPH-oxidase), NOX4 and NOX5 (8). However, this expression profile varies considerably in different cells of the vascular wall, as well as in different vessels. More specifically, endothelial cells (ECs) have been shown to express all NOX isoforms, but mainly NOX2 and NOX4, with NOX2 being the most abundant isoform in human vein endothelium (9). In vascular smooth muscle cells, NOX4 is the most abundant NOX isoform of NADPH-oxidases, located mainly in the medial layer of human arteries (7), with NOX1 also expressed in lower amounts. Human cardiac tissue mainly expresses NOX2 and NOX4 (10). The vascular isoforms of NADPH-oxidases are constitutively active, generating a low but steady amount of O$_2^-$, the production rate of which is ~1–10% of that in phagocytes (8). This rate can be increased by a number of agonists and stimuli, such as angiotensin II, thrombin, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα), interleukin-1 (IL-1), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) or mechanical forces like shear stress. The constitutive and rather low activity of vascular NADPH-oxidases suggests that, under physiological conditions, they are involved in physiological vascular redox signaling. In disease states however, it is well-established that elevated expression and activity of NADPH-oxidases isoforms in the vasculature, together with the resulting increased ROS production, contribute to the initiation and maintenance of the atherosclerotic process.

The second most important source of ROS in the vasculature is eNOS which is located predominantly in ECs. ENOS is a complex homodimer that uses L-arginine and molecular O$_2$ as substrate to produce NO and L-citrulline. This is achieved through the transfer of electrons from the flavins of the reductase domain on one monodimer to the oxidase domain of the other, where the iron-containing heme active site is located (7). The presence of calmodulin,
which is activated by calcium-binding, increases the rate of electron flow. At the heme site, the electrons are utilized to reduce and activate $O_2$, which is in turn used to produce NO through oxidation of L-arginine. This process requires the binding of the essential co-factor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH$_4$). When BH$_4$ is bound to eNOS, the enzyme is considered to be “coupled” (11). Coupling of eNOS is essential for the physiological function of the human vessel. Degradation of BH$_4$ by ROS, especially peroxynitrite (ONOO$^-$), leads to what is known as “uncoupling” of the enzyme: in the absence of BH$_4$, the flow of electrons within eNOS is disturbed; this leads to dissociation of the ferrous-dioxygen complex, causing eNOS to convert $O_2$ into $O_2^-$ instead of producing NO (12). $O_2^-$ reacts with NO to form ONOO$^-$, which can further oxidize BH$_4$, creating a vicious cycle of eNOS uncoupling. The resulting drop in production of NO inhibits endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation, disturbs vascular homeostasis and leads to endothelial dysfunction (11). In addition, ONOO$^-$ has well-established roles in low density lipoprotein (LDL)
oxidation and is also responsible for the nitration of various cellular components; accumulation of nitrated proteins is a potent marker of oxidative/nitrosative cellular damage. ONOO\(^-\) can induce cellular apoptosis and even necrosis at high concentrations, further aggravating endothelial dysfunction (13).

Due to constant exposure to ROS generated through various pathways, almost all living cells possess several enzymatic antioxidant defense systems, controlling the final ROS availability (14). Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is an enzyme catalyzing the conversion of \(O_2^-\) to hydrogen peroxide (\(H_2O_2\)). There are three SOD isoforms in human cells: SOD1 is located in the cytoplasm, SOD2 in the mitochondria and SOD3 is extracellular. Catalase is an enzyme located in peroxisomes and decomposes \(H_2O_2\) to water and \(O_2\). Glutathione (GSH) is a tripeptide that acts as an important antioxidant limiting the effects of \(H_2O_2\); this is achieved by reducing sulfhydryl groups in cysteine residues of other proteins, thus protecting those proteins of oxidative damage. This is catalyzed by glutathione-S-transferases, as well as glutathione peroxidases (GSH-Px), leading to the formation of glutathione disulfide (GSSG) from two GSH molecules; GSH can be replenished through the effects of glutathione reductase. The GSH/GSSG ratio is widely used as a marker of cellular redox state. Paraoxonase is an enzyme involved in protection against oxidation of the LDL molecule. Other antioxidant enzymatic systems are also present in cells, such as thioredoxins, peroxiredoxins, etc.

**Clinical evidence for endothelial dysfunction in HIV+ individuals**

Early studies before the advent of ART had shown that HIV infection is associated with serious cardiovascular abnormalities. Post-mortem examinations of children and young patients who died of AIDS revealed a vast array of coronary artery pathologies, from a vasculitis-like picture characterised by vascular wall infiltration by mononuclear cells and lymphocytes (15) to advanced atherosclerotic lesions disproportionate to the subject’s age (16). Other vascular pathologies seen in HIV patients are medium and large-artery aneurysms (17) as well as small-vessel vasculitides (18) in untreated individuals. These studies first gave evidence for harmful effects of HIV infection on cardiovascular function.

A non-invasive method of assessment of endothelial function is flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) of the brachial artery (19). This technique utilises ultrasound to measure the flow-mediated change in brachial artery diameter after an ischaemic challenge; this is induced by shear-stress which leads to endothelium-dependent vasodilation via increased production of NO from eNOS. The same technique can measure endothelium-independent vasodilation after administration of glyceryl trinitrite spray. Another commonly measured marker that can be easily assessed with ultrasound is carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT), which is an early indication of carotid atherosclerotic disease (20).

Multiple studies have examined the relationship between HIV infection and endothelial function in a clinical setting. Individuals with higher HIV-1 viral load show an inverse association with endothelium-dependent FMD (21). In a larger study of 75 HIV-1 infected individuals and 223 controls, FMD was significantly reduced in seropositive individuals and viral load was an independent predictor of the degree of reduction (22). A case-control study of HIV+ children, some taking ART and some not, concluded that both FMD and cIMT were significantly increased in seropositive children compared to controls, although treatment with a protease inhibitor was also an independent risk factor for endothelial dysfunction (23). Similar results were obtained in another study which showed that HIV-1-infected children, when compared to seronegative and ART-treated counterparts, demonstrated increased arterial wall stiffness, impaired endothelial function measured by FMD and reduced distensibility of the carotids (24). In a large 2008 case-control study of almost 1,500 subjects, presence of HIV-infection and treatment with ART were found to be independent predictors of early carotid atherosclerosis, with an increased cardiovascular risk in the range of 4–14% (25). Indeed, most research into the association of HIV infection and endothelial function that has been performed so far has been small case-control studies. A multi-centre, longitudinal study of cardiovascular risk and endothelial function in people living with HIV/AIDS (EndoAfrica study) is currently underway in South Africa (26); this study will allow a comprehensive assessment of cardiovascular risk and endothelial dysfunction in people living with HIV (Table 1).

Table 1 summarises the currently available clinical studies linking HIV infection and endothelial dysfunction.

**HIV structure and proteins**

HIV can be divided into two major subtypes, HIV-1 and
HIV-2. HIV-1 is the most widespread form of the virus, responsible for the HIV pandemic. The HIV-1 genome comprises nine main genes. Gag (group specific antigen) encodes for several structural proteins; pol (polymerase) encodes for the viral enzymes reverse transcriptase (RT) and RNase H, integrase and HIV protease; env encodes for the envelope proteins gp160, which is post-translationally cleaved into gp120 and gp41; vpu, vpr, vif and nef encode for accessory regulatory proteins and tat and rev encode for essential regulatory elements.

HIV tat (trans-activator of viral replication) increases transcription of the viral double stranded DNA and increases transcription of all HIV genes including its own gene, acting in a positive-feedback loop. It is secreted by infected cells and can penetrate other non-infected cells that are not typically a target for HIV where it can exert various deleterious effects (27). HIV nef (negative regulatory factor) is a protein which, although not necessary for HIV-1 entry and replication, dramatically increases HIV-1 viral load by enabling the virus to evade host immune response while at the same time increasing the amount of active T-cells available for the virus to infect (28). Both HIV tat and nef have been implicated in the pathogenesis of HIV-1 induced endothelial dysfunction (29); this will be discussed extensively in the following paragraphs.

**ECs as a target for HIV-1**

HIV-1 demonstrates a narrow tropism for specific cell types, mainly related to the cell surface receptor signature characteristic for each cell. More specifically, CD4 (cluster of differentiation 4) and co-receptors are usually necessary to enable effective infection of the cell by HIV-1. CCR5 (C-C chemokine receptor type 5) is the main co-receptor used \textit{in vivo}; additionally, variants of the virus using CXCR4 (C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4) as co-receptor evolve during the course of the disease. \textit{In vitro}, a large number of different co-receptors have been demonstrated to enable infection of various cell lines by HIV-1 strains (30). HIV-1 can also interact with other cell surface receptors through gp120 binding to galactocerebroside and its sulphated derivative (30).

The ability of HIV-1 to use a large number of different co-receptors led to the hypothesis that HIV-1 could potentially also infect ECs, which lack the main CCR5 and CXCR4 receptors. Indeed, HIV-1 demonstrates the \textit{in vitro} ability to infect ECs, mostly dependent on the functional status of the cell, as the well as the tissue they originated from. Microvascular ECs derived from bone marrow, glomeruli, brain and liver can all be infected by HIV-1 without evidence of cytolysis (31,32). The ability of HIV-1 to infect brain endothelium is important in penetration of the blood-brain barrier and viral invasion of the central nervous system \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} (33). On the other hand, ECs derived from larger vessels are generally resistant to infection, except when exposed to a pro-inflammatory environment. \textit{In vitro} data demonstrate that enhanced expression of intracellular adhesion molecule-1, mediated by RANTES (regulated on activation, normal T cell expressed and secreted) and interferon-\textgamma, allows enhanced...
adhesion of HIV-1 infected T-cells on the surface of ECs (34,35), whereas other pro-inflammatory stimuli such as TNFα and IL-1 enable viral replication in macrovascular ECs (34). HIV-1 proteins have been directly associated with endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis-related vascular changes in animal models: in an HIV-1-transgenic mouse model (a non-infectious model containing the genetic sequences for env, tat, nef, rev, vif, vpr and vpu, but without gag and pol, therefore unable to cause replicating infection), aortic rings show significant endothelial dysfunction (36). However, in vivo measurements have not been able to show presence of replicating HIV-1 in ECs. When considering the mechanisms of endothelial dysfunction in the context of HIV-1, current evidence would suggest that it is not direct infection of HIV-1 cells responsible, but rather the ability of HIV-1 infection to trigger a pro-oxidant, pro-inflammatory microenvironment in the vascular wall.

**HIV and systemic/vascular oxidative stress**

Multiple studies have shown evidence of increased systemic oxidative stress in the context of HIV infection, as demonstrated by increased levels of circulating oxidative stress biomarkers. HIV-1-positive individuals exhibit higher circulating levels of malondialdehyde (MDA) and hydroperoxides compared with seronegative controls (37). In a recent nested case-control study of 54 HIV-infected individuals and 93 controls, HIV infection was associated with increased plasma levels of F2-isoprostanes (F2-IsopS) and MDA; importantly, F2-IsopS levels were also independently associated with all-cause mortality (38).

In addition to systemic oxidative stress, HIV infection has been shown to directly affect the redox balance of the vascular wall itself. Sections of cardiac microvascular endothelium obtained from HIV-1-infected individuals with cardiovascular disease display markedly elevated 3-nitrotyrosine staining (a marker of peroxynitrite damage) compared to samples obtained from HIV-1-positive/cardiovascular disease-free patients or noninfected/cardiovascular disease-positive subjects (39). The following paragraphs will discuss currently available evidence on how HIV infection affects the various enzymatic sources of ROS in the vasculature.

**Effects of HIV infection on NADPH-oxidases**

One well-studied mechanism via which HIV affects oxidative stress in the vascular wall is the interaction between the HIV protein tat and NADPH-oxidases. Tat protein can efficiently enter a wide array of cells both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Tat induces actin cytoskeletal changes in vitro (40) showed that HIV-1 tat activates Rac1, Ras in vivo (46) showed that the HIV protein nef also causes oxidative stress in the vascular wall is the interaction in the vasculature. HIV infection affects the various enzymatic sources of ROS paragraphs will discuss currently available evidence on how HIV infection affects the various enzymatic sources of ROS in the vasculature.

- In addition to *in vivo* measurements have not been able to show presence of replicating HIV-1 in ECs. When considering the mechanisms of endothelial dysfunction in the context of HIV-1, current evidence would suggest that it is not direct infection of HIV-1 cells responsible, but rather the ability of HIV-1 infection to trigger a pro-oxidant, pro-inflammatory microenvironment in the vascular wall.

- Multiple studies have shown evidence of increased systemic oxidative stress in the context of HIV infection, as demonstrated by increased levels of circulating oxidative stress biomarkers. HIV-1-positive individuals exhibit higher circulating levels of malondialdehyde (MDA) and hydroperoxides compared with seronegative controls (37). In a recent nested case-control study of 54 HIV-infected individuals and 93 controls, HIV infection was associated with increased plasma levels of F2-isoprostanes (F2-IsopS) and MDA; importantly, F2-IsopS levels were also independently associated with all-cause mortality (38).

- In addition to systemic oxidative stress, HIV infection has been shown to directly affect the redox balance of the vascular wall itself. Sections of cardiac microvascular endothelium obtained from HIV-1-infected individuals with cardiovascular disease display markedly elevated 3-nitrotyrosine staining (a marker of peroxynitrite damage) compared to samples obtained from HIV-1-positive/cardiovascular disease-free patients or noninfected/cardiovascular disease-positive subjects (39). The following paragraphs will discuss currently available evidence on how HIV infection affects the various enzymatic sources of ROS in the vasculature.

- One well-studied mechanism via which HIV affects oxidative stress in the vascular wall is the interaction between the HIV protein tat and NADPH-oxidases. Tat protein can efficiently enter a wide array of cells both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Tat induces actin cytoskeletal changes in vitro (40) showed that HIV-1 tat activates Rac1, Ras in vivo (46) showed that the HIV protein nef also causes oxidative stress in the vascular wall is the interaction in the vasculature.
(nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells), causing increased MCP-1 production. Importantly, the researchers demonstrated in vivo relevance of these results by showing that HIV-infected T-cells can directly transfer nef protein into the endothelium (46).

Aside from HIV infection itself, some antiretroviral medications have been shown to exert adverse cardiovascular effects through actions on ROS-generating enzymes in the vasculature. For example, ritonavir has been shown to increase basal and NADPH-stimulated $\cdot$O$_2^-$ generation in porcine arteries as measured by lucigenin-enhanced chemiluminescence and visualised by DHE and nitrotyrosine staining (47). This was associated with impaired vasorelaxation of porcine artery rings, suggesting that the increase in ROS mainly mediated via NADPH-oxidases causes endothelial dysfunction.

**Effects of HIV infection on NOS**

Various HIV-1 proteins have been shown to exert adverse effects on endothelial function by affecting eNOS activity and expression. A seminal study by Paladugu et al. (48) showed that the HIV protein tat causes reduced endothelium-dependent vasodilatation of porcine coronary arteries; this is in part mediated by tat-induced downregulation of eNOS mRNA, with subsequent reduction in eNOS protein levels. On the other hand, in human brain microvascular ECs, HIV-1 tat led to an increase in NO production via up-regulation of eNOS and iNOS; however, this increased NO production was linked to increased apoptosis in these cells, an effect prevented by NOS inhibitors (49). This would suggest that increased nitrosative stress induced by HIV-1 tat can cause adverse effects in the microvasculature. In addition to tat, the HIV protein nef has been shown to induce endothelial dysfunction in porcine pulmonary arteries, mediated at least in part by down-regulation of eNOS expression, reduced NO formation and increased $\cdot$O$_2^-$ production (50). These effects were prevented by Mn (III) tetrakis porphyrin, a SOD mimic (50). Moreover, gp120 has been shown to cause endothelial dysfunction in TNFa-activated porcine and human ECs, by reducing eNOS gene and protein expression levels (51). A schematic representation of the various mechanisms via which HIV-1 infection dysregulates ROS-generating enzymes in the vasculature to trigger endothelial dysfunction can be found in Figure 1.

Similar to effects on NADPH-oxidases, treatment with protease inhibitors has been shown to be linked to endothelial dysfunction via eNOS-mediated mechanisms. Treatment with ritonavir induces both endothelium dependent- and independent vascular dysfunction in porcine coronary arteries, via downregulation of eNOS and increased $\cdot$O$_2^-$ production (52); these effects were prevented by exposure to ginsenosides (53) and curcumin (54). The same group demonstrated similar effects for the protease inhibitors amprenavir and saquinavir (55).

**Effects of HIV infection on antioxidant enzymes**

Early studies had shown that HIV-1 proteins display the ability to suppress endogenous antioxidant enzymatic mechanisms. For example, HIV tat protein was shown to repress expression of manganese SOD in HeLa cells (56), whereas systemic levels of glutathione are significantly reduced in symptom-free seropositive individuals compared to seronegative controls (57). In terms of the relevance of these findings to endothelial dysfunction, an important study by Kline et al. (58) using an HIV-1 transgenic mouse model showed that, in this model, HIV infection was associated with impaired endothelial function and increased oxidative and nitrosative vascular stress. However, this was not related to increased NADPH-oxidases activity, reduced eNOS levels/activity or increased uncoupling. Rather, it was the result of decreased SOD and glutathione; as such, the researchers showed that the adverse cardiovascular effects observed in the transgene animals were reversed by administration of the glutathione precursor procysteine (58).

Several clinical studies have shown beneficial cardiovascular effects of dietary antioxidant supplementation in people living with HIV. Oral supplementation with vitamin C & E at the same time leads to a significant reduction in plasma lipid oxidation and other markers of oxidative stress in HIV-1-infected individuals (59). Multivitamin (B complex, vitamin C and E) supplementation is linked to reduced incidence of gestational hypertension in HIV-positive women (60). In a small randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial, supplementation of either $\beta$-carotene or selenium prevented an increase in circulating markers of endothelial dysfunction after one year of follow-up (61). However, in the general, seronegative population, the results of oral antioxidant supplementation in the prevention of cardiovascular disease have been largely disappointing, with a Cochrane meta-analysis of 2012 showing no beneficial effects on incidence of cardiovascular disease (62).
HIV and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)

One of the repair mechanisms of damaged vascular endothelium is mediated by the action of EPCs (63). EPC levels in the circulation are one of the markers of endothelial dysfunction and demonstrate good predictive value for vascular disease (63). HIV-1-seropositive patients have lower EPC levels than seronegative individuals (64). HIV-1 is able to directly infect these cells, because they express CCR5 and CXCR4 on their cell surface, thus leading to a reduction in their number in the circulation; as such, antiretroviral therapy has been shown to restore EPC levels (65) by directly suppressing the virus.

Conclusions

Mounting clinical evidence suggests that HIV-1 infection is linked to increased incidence of cardiovascular disease, an effect which will only become more pronounced as time elapses and the population of people living with HIV grows older. In vitro data, animal studies and clinical data show that HIV-1 and certain HIV-protease inhibitors lead to endothelial dysfunction via a number of different mechanisms related to oxidative stress imbalance in the vasculature wall. The interdependence of these mechanisms is a matter of significant complexity, underpinning the need for better experimental models. Research on primates would offer important insights as this would most closely resemble human disease; however issues regarding costs and logistics make primate research especially cumbersome and difficult to perform. On the other hand, clinical trials in human populations are not without their own challenges, such as recruitment difficulties, adherence to treatment and loss to follow-up. Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that more well-designed and adequately powered clinical trials are required to investigate the efficacy of antioxidant interventions on cardiovascular risk in people living with HIV, to better address the future needs of this population.
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